Re-imagining DA

Discovery
15 x Discovery workshops with 73 attendees with over 700 workshop
contributions regarding what is good, bad and ugly about DA right now

Current processes are dated and ineﬃcient
It is diﬃcult for stakeholders to understand
the current status of things and what is
required of them and when.

Information required by stakeholders
is disjointed, held in silos and not easy
to access

A one size ﬁts all approach to Due
Diligence subjects established
Coverholders to the same level of checks
as that of a new market entrant.

Themes

Conducting compliance and underwriting
type activities together as part of the same
activity causes delay.

Understanding, behaviour, processes
and information quality diﬀers across
diﬀerent Stakeholders.

Stakeholders do not always have access
to information when they need it.

SEPERATING LEGAL FROM PRODUCT

REAL-TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION

RISK BASED CHECKS (RATING)

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

STREAMLINED PROCESSING

DATA IN ONE PLACE

STANDARDISATION

COLLABORATION

ONGOING RELEVANCE

Opportunities

digital DA Hub
We want to make it easy to trade and transact DA business at Lloyd's
Human-led. Digitally enabled.
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Parties could specify
their preferences to
help shape the
decision of who to
connect and
collaborate with
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Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...

Imagine a world where...

Coverholders can upload a proposition and identify the right
broker to connect with to bring the idea to market
Brokers can easily identify the right parties with experience,
strength and interest in this type of proposition and bring
them into the conversation to collaborate
All done in close to real time, using up to date information
on parties across the entire DA market

Companies are invited to consider investing via an online tool
Capacity is agreed using workflow to control how a
proposition moves from one party to another
Follows can see the same information as seen by the Lead
Coverholders no longer have to provide the same information
several times or significantly different information to individual
follows
Its easy to bring all parties into a conversation about the
proposition

The need to re-confirm capacity annually is gone
Replacing capacity takes a few days, not months to arrange
The new capacity provider has access to the latest set of the
information as used by the Lead and follows previously.
Required information is refreshed when available, only once
and is visible to the capacity providers in real timev.

Potential to specify
parties CH info
requirements, could
be used to assist CH
in deciding who to
collaborate with?

Could support
options for CH
to connect &
collaborate with
U/W directly

Diﬀerent U/W
companies have
very diﬀerent
views on info
required to
engage

Potential for
diﬀerent min.
levels of info by
class to avoid a
one size ﬁts all
template

Maximum
standards
not
minimum
Brokers +
Ch's
connecting
with UW

The ideal way of this
working would
involve the Broker
having a discusssion
with follows to
assess interest,

beneﬁt for broker clean line of sight.

Early vs late
visibility based on
category

Flexibility not a one
size ﬁts all

Supports
simpliﬁed info
where sensible
without dumbing
down the entire
proposition ﬂow

Diﬀerent
syndicates and
diﬀ product diﬀ needs

What should
the Lloyd's
standards
be.? Clearer.

Point at which
appropriate to invite
U/W into the
conversation diﬀers
depending on the
proposition

simple list
- checklist
Diﬀers by
of info

class and
territory

avoid lost
opportunities

STANDARDISATION

have to
simplify
the info

Beneﬁt for UW correct info st right
time.

Cross
sell visibility

STREAMLINED PROCESSING

RISK BASED CHECKS (HEALTH)

WHY?

Standardisation
needed

Possibility to ask
the follow to
conﬁrm interest
to control
additions to the
workﬂow chain.

Can't
guarantee
capacity for
following year

Using workﬂow
would need
control to ensure
not used to 'spray
and pray' across
follows.

Lead DD
should be
enough for
follow

Have to
get Lloyd's
approval

Guidelines
need to be
agreed and in
support of this
model
This is an area
where Lloyd's
can take the
lead and set
Would always
the standard.

UK - limited
by not
being able
to do this

Treaty cancel at
any time?

Fine line
between how
workﬂow will
be used

Cancellation
terms review Lloyds
limitations

Min investment term gives
CH conﬁdence, opens
room for discussion on
shorter notice periods
afterwards, specially where
quicker to ﬁnd alternative
capacity

Have to
aim for this
- game
changer

Claims data
essential to
supporting U/W
assessment and
decision making re.
ongoing capacity

need to be
cognoscent of
the local market
alternative
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